All Things Possible Ministries (ATP) brings hope and healing to hurting and abused youth in the USA
and now globally. Each year as Victor Marx shares the Hope of Christ through his personal testimony,
thousands of youth are coming to the truth of who they are, realizing that the shame of their abuse was
never theirs, and believing that they are valuable and have a Creator who loves them & has a plan for their
lives. We know many of these youth have come from broken homes and abusive situations, creating a
hardness within and driving them to destructive behavior. For the incarcerated youth, while they still have
to pay for the consequences of their actions, the Hope that they receive brings a change in their hearts
which can change the direction of their lives. They no longer have to repeat offenses and remain stuck in
bad behavior; they come to understand that God is real and wants to live in and through their lives.
Spending much of his time reaching incarcerated and other youth to help them know that the cycle of
craziness in their lives can be broken, Victor effectively engages students with entertaining, humorous and
sobering presentations to show how to make the right choices even while being in the wrong
circumstances; to prevent them from embarking on the downward spiral of bad choices which can lead to
being locked up in a detention center or youth prison, or painfully resorting to suicide—another epidemic
among youth. He shares stories from his own life experiences, giving students simple tools for success
and development of moral character.
The impacting story of what God has done in and through Victor Marx has been put in an easy to read
biography and documentary film subtitled in 15 languages titled The Victor Marx Story. The ministry
always gives away these life-changing resources free to youth at juvenile facilities, foster care group
homes, and high schools. Victor’s unbelievable impact has been documented through more than 6000
letters he has received from youth and through his film which can be viewed free on ATP’s YouTube
channel that now has over 30 million views. (All subtitles also free for viewing on YouTube.)
Major projects include our new film Triggered – Military Edition and Triggered Too (civilian edition)
which aim to bring hope & healing to all who suffer from PTS(d) and other trauma; Reach Children Lion
and Lamb Life Packs to provide healing tools for traumatized children in the U.S. and the Middle East,
etc. More information at victormarx.com, reachchildren.com and triggeredthemovie.com
Victor Marx has been called a “High Risk Missionary” by the Special Forces and intelligence
communities because of his passion to go and do where most would rather not including trips with our
ATP Team into the Middle East to bring real help to those victimized by the Daesh (ISIS.)
Victor & his wife Eileen encourage others to live fully surrendered to God and, although not the easiest, it
is the most satisfying!







